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ALESSANDRO PITTORINO organ soloist
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Toccata and Fugue BWV 565 in D minor for organ solo
NATALIE WILLIAMS
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JOHN WILLIAMS

The Asteroid Field - The Empire Strikes Back
Themes from Jurassic Park
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CAMILLE SAINT-SAËNS

Symphony No.3 Op.78 in C minor (Organ Symphony)
PART I: Adagio – Allegro moderato – Poco adagio
PART II: Allegro moderato – Presto – Maestoso – Allegro
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WA Youth Orchestras would like to acknowledge the Noongar people who are the Traditional
Custodians of this Land. We would also like to pay respect to the Elders both past and present of the
Noongar nation and extend that respect to other Indigenous Australians who are or may be present.
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Woodside are proud to celebrate 30 years of partnership
with WAYO, helping to give the lifelong gift of music.

Welcome
to the Perth Concert Hall
for this special performance of Evolution,
proudly presented by Woodside.
It is with great anticipation that we are able to present tonight’s
concert. The WA Youth Orchestra and its ensembles have been
in continuous rehearsals since July, often spread every weekend
over four venues in four suburbs. Tonight is the recommencement
of our public concert program and in the next month we are also
performing with WA Opera and others at His Majesty’s Theatre,
presenting Peter and the Wolf at Perth College and our junior
ensembles are showcasing their talents here in the Perth Concert
Hall at the end of October. We are also pleased to be presenting two
Christmas concerts in December - at His Majesty’s Theatre and the
Mandurah Performing Arts Centre. For WAYO to reach the end of the
year and have completed the equivalent number of rehearsals and
member activities that we do in a ‘normal’ year is something we are
very proud of. We have also spent considerable time and resources
recording our world-famous Babies Proms and we look forward to
sharing that with you later in the year.
Through these challenging times, the WAYO family has been inspired
by the ongoing support of our Principal Partner Woodside, whom
we are celebrating 30 years of continuous partnership. We also
sincerely thank St John of God Health Care and the Government
of Western Australia though the Department of Local Government,
Sport and Cultural Industries and Lotterywest.
WAYO also has the support of some fantastic donors who have
generously given at a critical time, along with our venue partners and
staff at the Perth Concert Hall, WAAPA and the UWA Conservatorium
as well as All Saints College and Perth College who have assisted us
greatly.
A final appreciative thank you to our members, their families and
our staff who have taken rehearsing and making great music at a
distance in their stride.
With best wishes,

Ben Burgess, Executive Director

Find out more at

wayo.com.au/apply/audition

Peter Moore oam
Conductor
Originally from London, Peter began
his early musical life studying piano,
violin and later the bassoon. Since 1988,
Peter has been an inspirational Musical
Director and Conductor for the Western
Australian Youth Orchestra (WAYO). For
many years Peter has also delighted
young audiences presenting the highly
successful WAYO Babies Proms Concerts,
which he co-founded in the 1980’s. The
Babies Proms are designed to introduce
young people and their families to the
excitement of an orchestra and music,
and have grown to now be performed
in Singapore and throughout Asia. Peter is a frequent guest
Conductor and Presenter with the WASO and has presented
conducting and educational programs for Symphony Australia,
Australian Youth Orchestra and Musica Viva.
Peter has also had a distinguished career as a professional
bassoonist, having been a member of the Scottish Chamber
Orchestra, the West Australian Symphony Orchestra, and for 13
years Principal Bassoon with the Australian Chamber Orchestra.
He has also performed as guest principal bassoon with the
Sydney Symphony and the Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra.
From 2004 – 2016 Peter was Principal Baroque and Classical
Bassoon with the Australian Brandenburg Orchestra.
For 20 years Peter was Associate Professor and Head of Wind
Studies & Conducting at the University of Western Australia and
currently lectures and is a guest conductor at the WA Academy
of Performing Arts (WAAPA). In the year 2000, he was honoured by
the Australian Government with the Order of Australia Medal for
his work in music education.

ALLESSANDRO PITTORINO
Organ soloist
Hailed as “Australia’s Wunderkind
Organist” by ABC TV, Alessandro Pittorino
is an Australian musician who is
increasingly becoming one of the most
exciting, invigorating, and innovative
young organists in the world today.
Since sparking interest in the organ at
the age of 5, Pittorino has gone on to be
the first Australian organist to graduate
from The Juilliard School, where he
studied with GRAMMY Award-winning
organist Paul Jacobs. Pittorino has
performed for the likes of Lady Gaga and
Nicole Kidman, has toured from New York
to California; from Perth to Sydney, and
has been lauded by The Australian as “a
self-confessed showman who loves to
engage with his audience”.
As an innovator, Pittorino has been employed by different
organizations to enhance and enliven their performing arts
scenes. NYC’s Blessed Sacrament Church, most notably the
parish church of Lady Gaga, engaged Pittorino to rebirth the
music scene and establish a thriving performing arts scene at
Blessed Sacrament. In less than eight months, with the help of
fellow colleagues from The Juilliard School, a new young Arts
hub was established and features NYC’s finest young performers.
Heralded by Germany’s BR-Klassik as an “Extraordinary young
organist” Pittorino has performed extensively throughout the
USA and Australia, most notable at NYC’s Alice Tully Hall in Lincoln
Center, San Diego’s Spreckels Organ Pavilion, The Resonant Bodies
Festival at Carriageworks in Sydney, The Melbourne Town Hall, and
the West Australian Symphony Orchestra.
www.aussieorganist.com
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Western Australian Youth Orchestra
VIOLIN 1
Ryan Lee

concertmaster

Helena O’Sullivan
Benjamin Caulfield
William Wu
Stephanie Yap
Beverly Kwan
Arwen Ooi
Hannah James
Erica Wong
Alice Clark
Morgan Maruthiah
Daniel Corvaia
Dominic Grew
Gretel Smith
Nicole Zhao
Anika Collins
Breanna Fernandes
Nathan Townshend

VIOLIN 2

Mia Thomas
section leader

Alyssa Zhao
Zander Thexeira

Mikayla Chiu
Isabella Wong
Sowon Kim
Seth Chong
Dylan Wong
Aaron Ooi
Sabrina Khong
McKenzie Richardson
Emma Ou
Marlon Yie
Amelia O’Keefe
Poppy Savage
Amanda Khong
Daniel Kong
Jaeden Lee
Elizabeth Bullard
Bianca Vernie
Jasmine Valentini
Sofie Stevens

VIOLA

Aaron Dungey
section leader

Amadea Foss
Hanae Wilding
Rose Belford

Angela Ho
Sally White
Jarom Watts
Hannah Clark
Katrina Ailakis
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CELLO

Anneke Van Der Laan
section leader

Tiffany Lee
Caroline Chen
Callum Vukovich
William Ji
Liam O’Keefe
Lizzy Marsh
Mila Snyman
Aerin Chai
Finlay Labuschagne
Clare O’Callaghan
Rafiwa Mabote
Francis Swift
Sheryl Wong
Nathan Tng

DOUBLE BASS
Oakley Paul

section leader

Charlotte Greenway
Josh Spirek
Aaron Caldwell
Claudia Tedjasaputra

BASSOON

Melissa Mikucki
Yanika O’Brien
Bailey Ireland

FRENCH HORN

Dominique Rees
Barnaby Beahan
Megan Barbetti*

Aishah
Chadwick-Stumpf
Jacob Fenchel
Angelica Poppe
Mark Warrener
Jenna Lamborn

OBOE

TRUMPET

FLUTE

Alexandra Allan
Laura Biemmi
Esther Lee

CLARINET

Clarine Arlidge
Clare Waters
Saskia Rickman

TUBA

Matthew Dekker

HARP

Rachel Fish

TIMPANI &
PERCUSSION

Gabrielle Lee
Joey Eng
Carissa Soares
Madeline Colvin
Steven Hartley

Sophie Carter
Jennifer Bylund
Carl Evers

PIANO

TROMBONE

Alessandro Pittorino*

Jeremy Mazurek
Alasdair Vincent
Alistair Barrow

Jonathan Bradley*

ORGAN

* guest musician

fourth Alarm
Natalie Williams
Natalie Williams is a composer, academic
and artistic manager. Her music has been
commissioned and performed in Australia,
the United States and Europe. Commissions
include multiple works for orchestra, opera,
chamber ensembles, multi-media, vocal
ensembles and soloists. A performing arts
leader, she worked as an academic dean
in the United States and has held faculty
positions in music theory and composition at
the University of Georgia and the Australian
National University. Research interests include
music theory pedagogy and post-tonal composition. Natalie
holds a Graduate Certificate in Management from the Australian
National University and a Doctoral degree from Indiana
University’s Jacobs School of Music.
Fourth Alarm is a concert overture for large orchestra. Williams
writes: “The music in this piece synthesizes two elements; a short
military tune and my response and depiction of the musical idea
of a Fourth Alarm. Parts of the melodic material in Fourth Alarm
were drawn from military music and specifically, from a set of
Alarm Signals for trumpet (or bugle) which signal a response
to alarm or a call to arms. From a small source book entitled;
Trumpet & Bugle Calls for the Australian Army (1916) by Captain
WG Bently ARCM, I took a short six bar Alarm field call for mounted
troops & infantry. The same short tune serves also as a fire alarm
and a routine call for cavalry. Consisting of a repeated dotted
rhythmic figure in major and minor thirds, this motive can be
frequently heard in the brass, particularly trumpets, throughout
Fourth Alarm. Although most modern emergency services do
not utilise this repertoire of alarm signals, I have used the theme
as a reference to the origins of the Fourth Alarm as an incident
response procedure.”

The Asteroid Field

from The Empire Strikes Back

Themes from Jurassic Park
John Williams
John Williams is an American composer,
conductor, and pianist. Widely regarded as
one of the greatest American film composers
of all time, he has composed some of the most
popular, recognizable, and critically acclaimed
film scores in cinematic history in a career
spanning over six decades.
John Williams’ scores for the nine Star Wars saga films count
among the most widely known and popular contributions to
modern film music, and utilize a symphony orchestra and an
assortment of about fifty recurring musical themes to represent
characters and other plot elements: one of the largest caches of
themes in the history of film music.
Williams composed The Asteroid Field for Star Wars: Episode
V The Empire Strikes Back in 1980. It opens with a portion of the
menacing Imperial March. There’s subtle brass with woodwinds for
the melody in two distinctive segments. Big brass catches the ear
of the listener, before a crescendo goes off to a segment from Han
Solo and the Princess. The piece ends with a quiet, eerie segment,
before a finale featuring the woodwinds.
One of the most thrilling science fiction adventures ever made, and
featuring one of John Williams’ most iconic and beloved musical
scores, Jurassic Park transformed the movie-going experience for
an entire generation and became the highest-grossing film of all
time in 1993, winning three Academy Awards. Masterfully directed
by Steven Spielberg and based on the best-selling novel by
Michael Crichton, Jurassic Park transports us to a secluded island
where scientists have succeeded in reviving the age of dinosaurs
in a brand new, immersive theme park, the likes of which has never
been seen before.

Organ Symphony
no.3 op.78 in C minor

Camille Saint-Saëns
Saint-Saëns’ musical life had a Mozartean
beginning. At the age of four, he performed
part of one of Beethoven’s violin sonatas in
a Paris salon, he began to compose at six,
and made his public debut in the Salle Pleyel
in Paris at ten, playing a piano concerto by
Mozart and a movement from Beethoven’s
C minor piano concerto, and offering, as an
encore, to perform from memory any one
of the thirty-two Beethoven sonatas the
audience requested.
Saint-Saëns quickly grew into an artist of maturity and taste,
both as a performer and as a composer. Berlioz called him “an
absolutely shattering master pianist.”
His career is one of music’s longest and most productive. During
his lifetime, composers as diverse as Mahler, Tchaikovsky, and
Debussy were born and died. When Saint-Saëns himself died at
86, he had made his mark as a writer of operas, symphonies,
concertos, and a treasure trove of smaller, miscellaneous pieces.
Today the public knows but a mere sliver of this vast output—
particularly the Carnival of the Animals he never took seriously
and refused to publish, two or three of his concertos, Samson and
Delilah (alone of his dozen operas), and this, the so-called Organ
Symphony.
This symphony was popular from the start. After Saint-Saëns
conducted the Paris première, Charles Gounod remarked “There
goes the French Beethoven!” Neither a conventional symphony
nor a true tone poem, the Organ Symphony borrows elements
from both traditions. The form itself is unusual. “This symphony
is divided into two parts,” Saint-Saëns wrote at the time of the
première.

The score opens with a brief, slow introduction - just long enough
to announce a rising four-note motif that is Saint-Saëns’s main
musical material. This theme is already changed, in character if
not in content, by the first agitated measures of the main Allegro
section that follows. A second, more lyrical melody eventually
is combined with the main motif before the music loses
momentum as it prepares the way for the Poco adagio, reached
without pause. Here, an “extremely peaceful, contemplative
theme,” as the composer described it, is presented low in
the strings over soft organ chords. The calm and beauty are
eventually disturbed, though not shattered, by the turbulence
of the Allegro. The two dissimilar musical worlds coexist happily
by the end of the movement, when nervous pizzicato triplets
from the Allegro accompany the Poco adagio’s serene and
untroubled melody.
The second movement begins with a scherzo-like tempestuous
transformation of the symphony’s main material, dispelled briefly
by “arpeggios and scales, swift as lightning,” on the piano. (SaintSaëns himself was a highly accomplished performer on the
piano and organ, and this symphony includes substantial and
prominent roles for both instruments.) This peculiar combination
of fury and “tricky gaiety” is later undercut by a powerful, “grave,
austere” theme in the trombones, tuba, and basses. “There is
a struggle for mastery,” Saint-Saëns writes, “which ends in the
defeat of the restless, diabolical element.”
This solemn theme rises “and rests there as in the blue of a
clear sky,” signaling a significant change in the symphony’s
direction. A mighty chord from the full organ “announces the
approaching triumph of calm and lofty thought.” The initial
theme, now entirely transformed by the strings and shimmering
piano chords, leads into a development of majesty, energy, and
lyricism. There are several detours - including an unexpected
pastoral episode for oboe, flute, english horn, and clarinet - and
further transformations, but Saint-Saëns’s triumphant, heavenstorming destination is now in sight.
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music for life
Music for Life is a unique fundraising campaign
directing 100% of all donations towards providing
the gift of music to those who experience barriers in
accessing and experiencing it.

Like many arts organisations, WAYO has keenly felt the impact of
Covid-19. We ask you to consider supporting us through this difficult
time so that we may continue to do our best for the WA community.

MUSIC FOR LIFE...
provides scholarships
for those in need

gives opportunity for young
people from all walks of life
to experience music

donates instruments
for those in need
to use

facilitates concerts
for young people with
autism

inspires indigenous
collaboration and cultural
exchange

supports gender
equality initiatives

our Supporters
WA Youth Orchestras would like to thank our generous donors
who have played a vital part in supporting our activities.
SPECIAL THANKS

LJ & MI Collins

SYMPHONY
SUPPORTERS

Carol Day OAM
Hon. Diane Evers MLC
Anonymous (2)
SCHERZO
SUPPORTERS

Ava-Mei Fok Lok
Ben Burgess
Butler Family
Champion Family
Craig & Lyn Colvin
Gaye & John McMath

Morley Family
Noora
Robert Krause
William Wu Family
Anonymous (14)
SONATINA
SUPPORTERS

A R Mellish
Angus Gerrard
Anthony Lee
Biemmi Family
Brett & Cheryl Finlay
Chai Family
Claire Wang
Dino Valentini
Ellie Malonzo

FIND OUT MORE
ABOUT SUPPORTING US

Emma MacBeth
For the Love of Music
Georgia Nissen
Helen Swift &
Les Neulinger
Keeva Verschoor
Laura-Phoebe Liem
Mandi Fang
Mr & Mrs Thomas
Newman Family
Poppy Savage
Rachel Clark
Robert Corvaia
Skellern Family
Sophie Nickel
Stephanie
Anonymous (20)
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LIFE MEMBERS

The Honourable
Kim Beazley ac

Carol Day oam
Peter Moore oam

Governor of
Western Australia

STAFF

Ben Burgess
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Executive Director

Mr Graham Wood
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Rebecca Erin Smith
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Chair
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Marketing Manager

Sinfonietta Orchestra

Graphic Designer
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Peter Moore oam

Philharmonic
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Flute Choir

Yvette Brownlie

Leanne Milligan

WA Youth Orchestra

Sponsorship &
Development Manager

Elisa Vasilas

John McMath

ENSEMBLES
IN THE
WAYO FAMILY

Collegium Orchestra
South West Youth
Strings

Adrian Biemmi
Sarah Brien
Michelle Fong
Rachel Hicks
Zoe McGivern

Music Director

Ian Clarke
Carol Day oam
Natasha McCarthy
Greg Mogan
Ben Wholagan
Ben Burgess

Operations Assistants
(casual)

Ex-officio

Perth Concert Hall
Managed by WA Venues and Events Pty Ltd

Brendon Ellmer

Bradley Matthews

Rachel Martella

Lorraine Rice

Dharshini Murugiah
Amanda Burton

Josie Aitchison
Vanessa Woolley
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Penelope Briffa
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Marketing Campaign
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